This paper considers if a reward function learned via inverse reinforcement from a human expert can be used as a feedback intervention to alter future human performance as desired (i.e., human to human apprenticeship learning). To learn reward functions two new algorithms are developed: a kernel-based inverse reinforcement learning algorithm and a Monte Carlo reinforcement learning algorithm. The algorithms are benchmarked against well-known alternatives within their respective corpus and are shown to outperform in terms of efficiency and optimality. To test the feedback intervention two randomized experiments are performed with 3,256 human participants. The experimental results demonstrate with significance that the rewards learned from "expert" individuals are effective as feedback interventions. In addition to the algorithmic contributions and successful experiments, the paper also describes three reward function modifications to improve reward function feedback interventions for humans.
Introduction
Spare the rod, spoil the child. The impact of environmental feedback on human behavior has long been understood at an intuitive level. However, it wasn't until the pioneering work of Thorndike and Pavlov in the late nineteenth century, that such intuition began to be formulated as a scientific system of knowledge. Fast forward more than a century and much of the current state of the art in machine learning and robotics draws inspiration from Thorndike's and Pavlov's theories in an area of research known as reinforcement learning (RL).
In the classic research of Thorndike and Pavlov environmental feedback signals are known. What is not known is how these signals influence animal behavior. Similarly, RL research also assumes an environmental feedback signal is known (i.e., a reward function). What is not known is the optimal behavior for pursuing the reward signal (i.e., an optimal policy). For this reason traditional RL research has focused on methods to learn optimal behavior given a reward signal and experience.
Recently, some researchers have begun to turn the RL field on its head with a new problem formulation, inverse reinforcement learning (IRL). The IRL problem assumes that an optimal policy is known and the reward function driving it is unknown. Given these assumptions, IRL techniques seek to learn reward functions from optimal policies. IRL methods open the door to a new possibility: learning the rewards that drive human behavior. Unfortunately, previous research has shown that human behavior is the result of both reward-seeking and non-reward-seeking processes (cf. [4] ). Such results suggest that truly learning what an individual finds rewarding may not be possible through observation of behavior alone. For this reason, the authors tend to think of IRL human-reward functions simply as information about behavior.
Regardless of what IRL reward functions learned from human behavior may truly represent, it can still be asked how they might be used. This paper demonstrates a new use case: human to human apprenticeship learning via feedback interventions (FI's), where an FI is defined as any external action taken to provide an individual with information about their performance (cf. [18] ).
To evaluate IRL for the FI use case three contributions are made: (1) a new IRL algorithm is developed that is more amenable to human behavior (2) a new RL algorithm is developed to work without any reward shaping and (3) two controlled experiments are conducted test if reward functions representing human behavior can be used as an FI on other human participants.
In what follows, Section 2 provides a very cursory review of related research. Section 3 covers preliminary technical terms and formulations. Section 4 describes the algorithms developed for the experiment. Section 5 outlines the experimental design and setup. Section 6 details the results of the experiment. And Section 7 gives a brief summary of the contributions of this paper along with future research directions.
Related Work
Several methods have been previously proposed to solve the IRL problem. In a gross generalization these methods can be classified as either score-based optimization methods [32, 1, 37, 17, 23] or probabilistic/likelihood methods [36, 55, 25, 53, 35, 10] .
Approaches in the former camp tend to scale well with complex IRL problems but have more constraints placed on the shape of their reward functions and policies. Approaches in the latter camp tend to have greater freedom in their reward functions and policies but often don't scale well as IRL problems increase in complexity. Given the nuance of human behavior, and the size of the state space in our MDP, a new method was needed which was both efficient and flexible.
For the IRL algorithm developed in this paper an approach from the first group, [1] , is selected for its efficiency and extended via kernel methods [41] to relax reward function constraints. This IRL approach is benchmarked against a score based algorithm [1] and a likelihood based method [25] , demonstrating exponential gains in efficiency can be made with small concessions in accuracy.
The developed IRL algorithm also requires solving the RL problem (i.e., finding an optimal policy given a reward). Therefore a new RL algorithm is designed, utilizing recent advances in RL with function approximation [28, 34, 20, 54] , and used in our IRL algorithm, where little is known about the reward a priori. The RL algorithm is benchmarked against two least-squares temporal difference (LSTD) [8] policy iteration algorithms [20, 54] and is shown to have a greater expected performance given 2,000 randomly generated reward functions.
Experiments in [11] suggest that LSTD is still state of the art for policy evaluation in on-policy settings. However, experiments in [6, 31] along with the recent success of Monte Carlo methods in [44] hint that LSTD policy iteration might have certain weakness, though no theoretical explanation is provided. The existence of this weakness is also supported by the experimental results in this paper (i.e., our algorithm outperforms existing LSTD policy iteration algorithms [20, 54] without increased com-putational complexity), though once again no theoretical explanation is offered for the difference in results.
Outside of this paper IRL has been applied to a number of problems: human to computer behavior transfer [2, 16, 19, 37] , human behavior inference [33, 12] and human behavior prediction [56, 57, 21, 38] . To the best of the author's knowledge this paper is the first experiment using IRL for an FI.
Regarding FI's, existing research suggests these operate primarily through information [48, 52] , attention [52, 18] and motivation [52, 18] processes. Additionally, FI's have been shown to, in general, have highly variable outcomes [18, 14] . There is no reason to believe any of these observations should be different for the experiment reported below.
In application, FI's have been studied for human behavior change [15, 22, 9] , academic learning [43, 42] and motor skill acquisition [51, 26, 29, 30] . This paper is unique from previous studies in its use of IRL to learn a complex FI signal from human examples rather than having a researcher design one by hand.
Preliminaries
The primary mathematical model used in both RL and IRL is known as a discounted Markov decision process (MDP). Informally, a discounted MDP is a stochastic model that describes goal directed agents and the environment they are acting within.
Formally, here a discounted MDP is a tuple (S, A, P, d, π, R, γ) where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, P = p (s,a) : S → [0, 1] | (s, a) ∈ S × A is a family of probability mass functions (with p (s,a) (s ) being the probability of a transition from state s to state s after action a), d : S → [0, 1] is an initial state probability mass function, the policy π : A × S → [0, 1] is the conditional probability of taking action a in state s, R : S → R is a reward function, and γ ∈ [0, 1) is the discount factor.
MDP states and actions can be viewed as random variables X t (ω) = s t and Y t (ω) = a t in a stationary discrete Markov stochastic process
The expectation for this process is defined as E π d [f ] = ω f (ω)Pr (d,π) (ω). To simplify notation define E π s to be the special case of E π d where d(s) = 1. If the policy evolves based on past history, using π t for π at time t, the sequence (π 1 , π 2 , . . .) is called a history dependent randomized policy.
In the RL problem formulation R is known and an optimal policy π * needs to be learned. Policies are evaluated in terms of their value with respect to R,
with a (d, )-optimal policy π * (cf. [7, 45] ), for > 0, being any policy satisfying
In the IRL problem formulation π * is known and a reward function making π * optimal needs to be learned. This condition is expressed as find R : S → R such that
Unfortunately, the above condition is known to have degenerate solutions (e.g., R = 0). To deal with this, IRL algorithms introduce constraints to make sure a useful solution is generated. Additionally, perfect knowledge of π * is often not possible. Therefore most IRL algorithms simply require access to observations of an expert whose policy π E is assumed optimal with respect to the unknown R.
Algorithms
The two algorithms developed for this study are now introduced. New algorithms were developed due to existing algorithms either being too slow for the designed MDP, in the case of IRL (see Section 4.2), or producing sub-par policies given a reward, in the case of RL (see Section 4.4) . Additionally, as briefly mentioned above, both an IRL and RL were needed due to the IRL algorithm requiring solutions to an RL problem on each iteration.
Kernel Projection IRL Algorithm
Kernel projection IRL (KPIRL) is a kernel-based extension to the well-known projection IRL algorithm (PIRL) [1] . Within the extension PIRL becomes the special case where the kernel is the dot product. Conditions are provided under which the more general KPIRL formulation maintains two important PIRL guarantees: (1) converging to a (d, )-optimal policy with respect to the unknown expert reward function and (2) converging within a finite number of iterations.
PIRL
To begin, a function mapping each MDP state to a real valued vector is defined as
The appropriate mapping for this function is arbitrary and chosen for the problem at hand (see Section 5.4.3 for the mapping used in the human behavior experiments). Using Equation 1 a value called feature expectation can then be defined for some T as
Combining this with a reward R w that is linear in terms of weights w with features φ,
it becomes possible to express the expected value for any d, R w and π as
By constraining w to ||w|| 2 ≤ 1 it can be shown, without loss of generality, that
demonstrating that ||µ φ (π E ) − µ φ (π)|| 2 ≤ is a sufficient condition for π to be (d, )optimal on the unknown expert reward function R E (assuming π E is an optimal policy for R E and that R E can be represented by Equation 3 ). Because of this the PIRL algorithm creates a sequence of policiesπ i which converge to lim i→∞ µ φ (π i ) = µ φ (π E ). To create the sequenceπ i PIRL first estimates µ φ (π E ) with M samples from Pr (d,πE) ,
Using this estimate to inform its search PIRL iteratively generates reward function weights w i and solves for the optimal policy π * i of R wi until the set of solved policies up to iteration i, Π i , satisfies
where Conv(Π i ) is the space of policies that, at the start of an episode, samples a π ∈ Π i with probability equal to π's convex weight and then follows π for the entire episode (cf. mixed strategy and behavioral strategy in [5] ).
KPIRL
To extend PIRL to a kernel-based formulation we require the image of φ over S to be finite (i.e., |φ(S)| = N < ∞). This allows φ, without loss of generality, to be defined as
where Φ = [φ 1 φ 2 . . . φ N ] andê(s) = e n , the nth standard basis vector for R N , when φ(s) = φ n . The introduction ofê allows state-visitation expectation to be defined as
Combining this with a kernel-based reward R α , for which α ∈ R N is a weight vector,
it becomes possible to represent the expected value for any d, R α and π as
It can be shown forV π Rα , with appropriate classes of k (considered later in the paper),
where ||x|| 2 2,k = x K(Φ, Φ)x. This result, combined with an empirical estimateμê attainable similar to Equation 4 , implies that a (d, )-optimal policy, within some margin of error around the estimates, has been generated by KPIRL when
An important question that has been left unanswered is what forms of k are admissible if Equation 10 is to be sufficient for the (d, )-optimality ofπ i . It is claimed that one answer is the class of positive definite kernels (i.e., any k that induces a positive semi-definite matrix K).
To prove the above claim the work in [3] is built upon, where it is shown that for any positive definite kernel there exists a unique Hilbert space H of functions R φ(S) for which k is a reproducing kernel. That is, f (φ) = f, k(φ, ·) ∀f ∈ H and k(φ(S), ·) ⊆ H.
Given that k is a reproducing kernel for H Equation 9 can be expressed as an inner product in this space. That is,
Using this formulation and the constraint ||α|| 2,k ≤ 1
proving that Equation 10 is sufficient to show (d, )-optimality of any π on R E . Finally, it remains to be shown under which conditions KPIRL maintains PIRL's guarantee of convergence in finite iterations. The proof in [1] shows that PIRL's convergence rate is a function of R w 's dimension. Because Hilbert spaces can have infinite dimensions it might seem that convergence is no longer guaranteed. Fortunately this is not the case as KPIRL only has to search within the linear span of k (φ(S), ·) to find an optimal solution (cf. the representer theorem [41] ). This span has dimension of at most N (as required above), and thus PIRL's proof of convergence rate in finite iterations is preserved.
The full KPIRL algorithm is provided in Algorithm 1. Further justification for the algorithm's iterative search method, as well as the proofs of convergence in finite time, are left to [1] .
Algorithm 1 Kernel Projection IRL (KPIRL)
1: Initialize: set as desired according to Equation 5 2: Initialize: set i ← 1 and µ E ←μê(π E ) 3: Initialize: set R 1 to a random reward 4: Initialize: set π * 1 ← π * for R 1 andμ 1 ←μê(π * 1 )
π * i ← π * for R i see Algorithm 2 10:
Kernel Projection Benchmarks
Among existing nonlinear IRL algorithms there are two notable standouts: [25] which models the reward function as a Gaussian process and [10] which constructs features to find the best linear fit. Many IRL papers benchmark against GPIRL [25] (including [10] where GPIRL is still quite competitive), so we choose to benchmark against it as well (along with PIRL [1] for reference).
The human subjects experiments are described fully in Section 5. Here, for benchmarking purposes, simple random gridworld environments are created using the IRL Toolkit [24] , an open-source MATLAB environment created for IRL research. To make sure reported metrics weren't due to chance each metric was calculated over many random gridworlds, and their mean performance was compared.
All gridworlds have |S| = n 2 for some n ∈ N with five actions (up, down, left, right and stay) in each state. State-action transition probabilities p (s,a) are deterministic, and features φ are assigned to states so that a nonlinear relationship exists between a state's features φ(s) and its reward value R(s).
The performance of each algorithm is measured in terms of the percent of optimal value captured by the learned reward, which we call accuracy since it is a measure of how close we were to an optimal reward, and the total runtime in seconds, which we call efficiency. Figure 1 shows one of the randomly generated gridworlds and the rewards learned by the selected IRL algorithms.
In terms of accuracy, no matter the size of the state space or the number of expert trajectories, GPIRL always performed best (see Figure 2 ). KPIRL came in a close second, typically about 5% behind GPIRL. The linear algorithm, PIRL, performed worst (which was expected since the features and reward were constructed to have a nonlinear relationship).
In terms of efficiency, KPIRL and PIRL are the clear winners (see Figure 3 ). The runtime for both remained near zero for all state space sizes |S| and expert trajectory counts M (see Equation 4 ) while GPIRL runtime grew exponentially.
In the end, when dealing with large amounts of data and large state spaces, KPIRL seems to be the better algorithm. It sacrifices a small amount accuracy for large gains in efficiency. On the other hand, when accuracy is most important, the state space is relatively small and there are few expert examples GPIRL seemed the better algorithm.
Kernel Lookup Algorithm
Kernel lookup approximation (KLA) is a model-free, on-policy, Monte Carlo, approximate RL algorithm. KLA requires either direct or simulated interaction with an environment along with a reward signal for every visited state (as opposed to intermittent reward signals).
Improving The Policy
The primary algorithmic strategy used in KLA is generalized policy iteration (GPI) [46] via iterative improvements to a Q-function [50] . This high-level procedure is provided in Algorithm 2.
One unique aspect of the KLA algorithm which can be seen at this level is the pairing of a traditional lookup functionQ (cf. [49] ) with an approximate functionQ (cf. [20, 54] ). Maintaining both functions separately allows for optimal updates (see Section 4.3.3) and confidence estimates (see Section 4.3.2) while still generalizing to unseen states.
In addition to maintaining two Q-functions KLA also formulates these functions as members of P → R (cf. post-decision states [34] ) rather than S × A → R (cf. action-values [50] ). This change in formulation loses no information since
while at the same time potentially reducing the dimension of Q due to |P| ≤ |S × A|.
Finally, because there are two Q-functions, it should be noted that the greedy policy being improved in KLA is with respect toQ rather thanQ. To make this distinction clear in the KLA discussions below this policy will be denoted π n (a, s) = 1, if a = argmax a∈AQn p (s,a) 0, otherwise .
Algorithm 2 Kernel Lookup Approximation 1: Initialize: set N to the desired number of policy iterations 2: Initialize: setQ 0 ← 0, the lookup Q-function 3: Initialize: setQ 0 ← 0, the general Q-function
Step 1: Iterate N times onQ 4: for n ← 1 to N do 5:
Algorithm 6 8: end for 9: Return:π N (a, s)
Observing Q-Values
On each iteration n KLA requires an observation set O n ⊆ P×R to moveQ n−1 closer to Qπ n−1 . Generating observations requires manually specifying the episode count M ∈ N, episode length T ∈ N and observations per episode W ∈ N. Using M , T , W , d and π n−1 an episode collection can be constructed and fixed as
from which O n can be constructed via
Episodes generated according to Equation 11 will only exploitQ n−1 . To improve on this KLA uses an exploration heuristic to select the first action in an episode according to an upper bound estimate. This upper bound is estimated from quantities generated by Algorithm 4 (i.e., Var(Q n−1 (p)) ≈ λ pσ 2 p and Bias(Q n−1 (p)) ≈ β p ), and the estimate is only used when enough observations of p have been collected for some measure of confidence (i.e., c p ≥ 3). 
Algorithm 3 KLA Observing Q-Values Subroutine
a 1 ← argmax a∈A [Q n−1 (p (s1,a) ) + E(p (s1,a) )]
10:
for t ← 2 to T + W do 11:
12:
a t ∼π n−1 (A, s) 13: end for 14:
end for 17: end for 18: Return: O n 4.3.3. Estimating Q-Values Q-value lookup estimates are updated with the observation set O n from Algorithm 3. This set contains elements p, q (p,n) ∈ O n where q (p,n) is an unbiased but noisy observation ofQπ n−1 (p). With these observations the KLA update rule can generally be defined asQ
where c indicates the update iteration and (α p ) c ∈ [0, 1] is a step size. When (p, n) is fixed and the observations q (p,n) are uniformly bounded it has been shown in [39] that the above update rule converges in probability to lim
To determine (α p ) c on each iteration of c the optimal stepsize algorithm (OSA) from [13] is used (it should be noted that whether OSA satisfies (α p ) 2 c < ∞ is an open question). The OSA approach determines the optimal (α p ) c by solving
By assuming that Var q (p,n) = σ 2 p , thatQ c (p) is biased with respect toQπ n−1 (p) and that q (p,n) is unbiased with respect toQπ n−1 (p) the solution to Equation 12 can be written as
The OSA method to solve for (α p ) c is provided in Algorithm 4, with full justification for the approach and assumptions left to [13] . The KLA procedure using OSA is provided in Algorithm 5. In both algorithms the c indexes, which were included above to make iterations clear, have been removed as these become cumbersome to track between policy iterations and distract from the overall algorithmic intention.
Generalizing Q-Values
The final step in KLA is to generalizeQ. This step is required becauseQ only possesses estimates for p ∈ P that have been observed. To generalize to unobserved p the function
is required, along withP = {p ∈ P | c p > 0} where c p is the observation count for p in Algorithm 4. Using θ(P) andQ(P) a kernel-based support vector regressor K n is fit andQ n defined so thatQ n (p) = K n (θ(p)). The full outline of this method is provided in Algorithm 6.
Kernel Lookup Benchmarks
To benchmark KLA 2,000 random rewards R i were generated and fixed for the MDP defined in Section 5.4.1. With the rewards fixed the expected value for a policy iteration Algorithm 4 Optimal Stepsize Algorithm [13] 1: Initialize: set λ ← 0 and c ← 0 only on the first call 2: Inputs: p, q (p,n) andQ n (p)
Step 1: Increase observation count 3: c p ← c p + 1
Step 2: Calculate plug-in estimates
Step 3: Calculate step-size values
Algorithm 5 KLA Estimate Q-Values Subroutine 1: Inputs:Q n−1 and O n from Algorithm 2
Step 1: InitializeQ n withQ n−1 2:Q n ←Q n−1
Step 2: Policy Iteration Expected Value KLA T=3, W=3, Explore Monte Carlo Bootstrap Figure 4 . The left image shows a performance comparison of the average expected value per iteration for KLA, KLSPI and LSPI. Each algorithm shown has optimal parameters as described in the paper. The right image compares KLA performance based on the update target used. That is,
algorithm a across all R i was defined as
where π (a,n,Ri) represents the policy learned by algorithm a on iteration n when pursuing reward R i . The values of this function were estimated using Monte Carlo sampling for n = 1, 2, . . . , 30, and the estimated results are provided in Performance of KLA was compared to itself (across various parameters), leastsquares policy iteration (LSPI) [20] and kernel-based least squares policy iteration (KL-SPI) [54] . In an effort to make a fair comparison every algorithm used the same initial state distribution d, the same feature set θ(P) for Q-function approximation and the same number of new observations for policy evaluation on each iteration (90 episodes of length 6).
Each algorithm's parameters were optimized via a gradient ascent search. For KLA T and W were optimized with the constraint T + W = 6 (optimal was T = 3 and W = 3). For LSPI the order of the polynomial basis applied to θ(P) was selected (optimal was the full 2nd order polynomial basis). And for KLSPI the kernel, kernel bandwidth and linear dependency pruning parameter were selected (optimal was a Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth of 1.2 and linear dependence pruned at µ = 0.2).
It should also be noted that the implementation of LSPI and KLSPI solved for the projected fixed-point rather than the Bellman residual. This implementation has been shown to often be preferred [20, 11] in the case of policy iteration.
Experiment Setup
In what follows the two human subject experiments, which utilize the above algorithms, are described. For these experiments reward functions were learned with KPIRL and then subsequently used as interventions to either increase or decrease performance in four treatment groups. The experimental game, four treatments and outcome variables were identical in both experiments. The only difference between experiments was a slight improvement in experimental design, strengthening the causal inference.
Experiment Game
To test the treatment effect participants were asked to play two 15 second games. Gameplay consisted of touching (no clicking required) randomly appearing targets in order to receive points. The first game was identical for all participants, regardless of their treatment group, to provide a baseline, pretest observation while the second game provided posttest observations of treatment effects.
Participants were informed before the game began that their goal was to earn as many points as possible. All participants, regardless of their treatment group, were provided with identical directions as shown in Figure 6 . Direction screens were displayed to participants one at a time with directions about point values being provided just before the respective game began.
Within the game targets were always drawn as perfect circles and always had the same size relative to the area of the playing field. Targets remained on screen for one second and could be touched multiple times so long as the cursor was first removed For all games target point values were communicated via a target's fill. The more filled in a target the more points it was worth. All games were drawn in grayscale for all participants.
Total Target Appearances Targets on Screen After 1 Second

Targets On Screen
Total Targets During Game Probability Probability Figure 8 . On the left is the distribution of the total number of targets that could be on the screen at any one time during the course of the game. On the right is the distribution of the total number of targets that could appear during the course of an entire game. from the target. Two examples of games in progress can be seen in Figure 7 .
Target point values were indicated by the amount of fill in the center of a target. Participants were told that fully filled targets were worth two points when touched while empty targets were worth zero points (cf. Figure 7 and 6 ). In the event that a target's point value changed during a game (i.e., in the posttest game of a non-control group participant), updates to a target's fill occurred at a frequency of 30Hz.
Targets appeared according to a one millisecond Poisson distribution with λ = 1 200 . This meant that after a one second warm up period there were an average of 5 targets on-screen at any one time (see left of Figure 8 ) with 75 targets expected to appear over the course of a full 15 second game (see right of Figure 8 ).
When a target did appear it was placed according to a uniform distribution over the entire area of play with the constraint that targets had to be fully within 5 pixels of the playing field boundaries. The five pixel margin prevented targets from being placed exactly on an edge where they would have had a theoretically infinite size.
To handle different screen sizes and resolutions all targets were scaled to have an area equal to 1.57% of the playing field. This scaling also handled the case of browser windows not at maximum size. With scaling, the expected number of touches for random movement, on any screen, was 71.28 ± 0.2741SE (estimated via Monte Carlo simulation with a policy of uniformly random cursor movement).
To prevent potential confounding factors due to color all games were drawn with a grayscale color palette (exactly as the images in this document show). Untouched Figure 9 . Both experiments are summarized using common experimental design notation. It can be seen that each experiment had four treatment groups, a control group, a pretest and a posttest. The only difference was in assignment. Experiment 1 had non-random assignment while Experiment 2 had random assignment (as indicated by the "N" and "R" above).
targets were drawn using a dark grey brush while touched targets were drawn with a black brush.
Experiment Design
For the experiments a pretest-posttest design was followed with a control group and four treatments. The only difference between experiment designs was the assignment protocol (as seen in Figure 9 ). This difference was due simply to an initial lack of experience with the online recruitment platform. The outcome variable and treatments remained unchanged between experiments.
For both experiments the outcome variable was defined to be the number of points a participant would have earned in a game had all targets been worth one point (i.e., the number of targets that a participant touched in a game). This value was referred to as a participant's "performance."
In a pretest game all participants' targets (regardless of the participant's treatment group) were drawn to indicate one point for each target. This matched the true point value with respect to the outcome variable.
In posttest games targets were drawn to indicate point values according to a participant's treatment group. Participants in the control group had their posttest targets drawn to indicate one point for each target (i.e., the same as all pretest games). Participants in a non-control group had their targets drawn to indicate between zero and two points, according to their treatment group's reward function. Participants were never made aware of the true "performance" metric.
In order to measure performance, observations of the 15 second games were collected with a frequency of 30Hz. This sampling rate meant that, in theory, a performance had an upper bound of 450 touches (and a lower bound of 0). In practice, no participant ever came close to the upper bound (though many hit the lower bound).
Participant Recruitment
Between both experiments 3,256 fist-time, mouse-using participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT), an online marketplace for hiring short-term "workers." All participants were compensated for their involvement in the experiment, and compensation was not contingent upon experimental performance or completion.
Before collecting data participants were provided a voluntary consent agreement. The consent agreement (along with the entire experimental protocol) was approved by the University of Virginia's institutional review board for social and behavior studies.
After consenting participants were asked to provide five pieces of information: (1) age range (e.g., 18-24 and 25-34), (2) gender, (3) computer type (e.g. tablet, smartphone or laptop), (4) input device (e.g., mouse, touchpad or touchsreen) and (5) if this was their first time participating in the experiment. The specific demographics of participants are provided within the context of each experiment's results in Section 6.
Treatment Groups
In total, four reward functions (identified as R HH , R HL , R LH and R LL and described in detail below) were learned and used as treatments in four separate treatment groups (i.e., treatment group 1 was shown reward R HH , treatment group 2 was shown reward R HL , etc.). To learn the reward functions for the treatment groups five steps were taken: (1) define the MDP's S, A and P, (2) find a high and low performing experts to learn reward functions from, (3) define φ,ê and k for KPIRL and θ for KLA, (4) learn initial reward functions using KPIRL and (5) post-process the KPIRL reward functions to aid in human interpretation.
Definitions of States, Actions and Transitions
For the game described above, and used in the experiment, the state set was defined
where the sets X , Y,Ẋ ,Ẏ,Ẍ ,Ÿ ∈ Z are all possible values for the cursor's x, y position, velocity and acceleration, the sets W, H ∈ Z are all possible values for the playing field's width/height in pixels and T is the power set containing all subsets of possible target x-locations, y-locations, radiuses and ages.
The action set was defined A =Ẋ ×Ẏ, whereẊ ,Ẏ ∈ Z were possible changes in cursor position (e.g. (1, 1) ∈ A would represent moving the cursor one pixel right and one pixel down). It should be noted that in practice, when solving for optimal policies in KPIRL (i.e., using KLA) the action space was truncated, for tractability, toÃ ⊂ [−150, 150] × [−150, 150] ⊂ A with |Ã| = 400.
Finally, given some s = [x, y,ẋ,ẏ,ẍ,ÿ, w, h, t] ∈ S and some a ∈ A the transition p (s,a) ∈ P was defined as follows: (1) a was added deterministically to the states x and y (and all other derivatives were updated appropriately), (2) all targets in t had their ages increased by 30 milliseconds, and any targets over a second old were removed, and (3) targets appeared and were positioned in t with probability as described in Section 5.1 (assuming 30ms passed during the transition).
Human Experts
To learn reward functions two human "experts" were selected from a pre-experiment batch of 100 candidate experts. Every candidate expert was observed twice to produce two sequences ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ (S × A) 450 . The two selected experts, labeled EH and EL for expert high-performer and expert l ow-performer respectively, were chosen due to their performance (i.e., the number of targets they touched) and input devices (i.e., a mouse, the most common input device among candidate experts). Details for the two selected experts are provided in Table 1 . No data from the 100 expert candidates were used when hypothesis testing.
Definitions of KPIRL and KLA objects
To use KPIRL and KLA for reward learning four objects needed to be defined: φ,ê, k and θ. Beginning with φ, the following definition was selected based on intuition: Nextê needed to be defined for KPIRL. Because of the above binning scheme it was easy to define a linear map n : Z 6 → Z such that n(φ(S)) = [1, |φ(S)]. Using this map it was possible to defineê(s) = e n(φ(s)) , the nth standard basis vector for R |φ(S)| .
Third, KPIRL required that a positive definite kernel k be selected. In the experiment a Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth of .6 was used (the bandwidth was selected by trial and error). In addition to the bandwidth two other pieces of structure were added to k. First, k modified the velocity direction V d to be circular since its value represented radians around a circle. And second, k modified all φ(S) so that the single "no-touch" state feature vector (i.e., [1 0 0 0 0 0] ) was equidistant from every touch state feature vector (the structural modifications detailed here were also applied in the KLA benchmark for LSPI and KLSPI).
Finally, for the reported experiments, because KLA was used in conjunction with KPIRL to determine π * i on each KPIRL iteration, one final object was defined for KLA: θ (cf. where T a was the number of targets being approached, T e was an indicator that a target was entered, T s was an indicator that a target was neither entered nor left and T l was an indicator that a target was left. Additionally, similar to the reward features, the above definition θ was binned in practice such that |θ(P)| = 13, 122.
Generate KPIRL Reward Functions
Four reward functions were learned via KPIRL for the experiments -two functions each from the two human experts. For the high-performing expert the rewards were labeled R HH and R HL for high-performer high-touch and high-performer l ow-touch. For the low-performing expert the rewards were labeled R LH and R LL for l ow-performer high-touch and l ow-performer l ow-touch. For these labels touch referred to the performance of a computer agent seeking the reward relative to the human expert (cf. column "1 − T" in Table 3 ). A high-level summary of the reward functions is provided in Table 2 . Two functions were learned for each expert because KPIRL generates a stochastic set of reward functions every run. Rather than trying to pick a single best reward across all KPIRL runs the decision was made to test several rewards in the hope of learning more about how these functions might influence human behavior. To determine a single reward function from KPIRL's set of reward functions the function whose optimal policy had a feature expectation (cf. Table 3 ) closest to the human expert was selected.
Post-Process KPIRL Reward Functions
Because the KPIRL learned reward functions were finite and discrete it was possible to calculate the reward values for all φ(S) where |φ(S)| = 3, 456 (i.e., α K(Φ, Φ)I |φ(S)| for each reward's α). The histogram for the values of R LL and R HH are provided in Figure 10 .
For the authors these raw values were difficult to immediately interpret. Assuming study participants would have similar difficulties two static transformations and one dynamic transformation were made to the reward values in an effort to increase interpretability. These transformations helped satisfy one of KPIRL's core assumptionsa learned reward function must be followed rationally if it is to result in the desired behavior. Reward Value State Count Figure 10 . On the left is the histogram of reward values in R LL (a reward function learned from a lowperforming human expert). On the right is the same histogram but for R HH (a reward function learned from a high-performing human expert). Figure 11 . The reward values for R LL (left) and R HH (right) after shifting so that the reward value for no touch is 0. With this shift touch rewards below 0 can be interpreted as not worth touching since a participant would lose points.
The first static transformation aimed to make it more clear in absolute terms which rewards values were truly worth pursuing. To do this a structural component of the reward features was leveraged: every MDP state where no target was touched had an identical reward feature vector φ = [1 0 0 0 0 0] .
This single "no-touch" reward vector was interpreted as a minimum threshold to act since a target was only worth touching if it offered more reward than not touching it. To make this threshold clear a translation was applied so that the "no-touch" reward was equal to 0 (see Figure 11 ).
The second static transformation aimed to encourage rational behavior by removing loss aversion [47] and reducing positive outliers. To do this reward values below 0 were clipped to 0 (i.e., avoid loss-aversion) and reward values greater than 0 were clipped at the 97th percentile (i.e., reducing outliers). The clipped distributions are shown in Figure 12 .
Finally, a dynamic transformation was also applied to rewards during the course of a game. To explain this consider some target with a displayed reward ofR t at time t. Figure 13 . This figure demonstrates the effect of exponential smoothing on the displayed reward value. The figure on the left is an example of the instantaneous value Rt returned by a reward function for some target.
In the middle is α = 5/18 plotted as an exponential decay function. On the right is the final smoothed value, Rt, which would have been displayed to participants in-game.
At the next time step this target would have a new instantaneous reward value R t+1 .
To determine the next display valueR t+1 , the value R t+1 would be smoothed withR t to prevent large and sudden changes in display values. That is,R t+1 =R t + α(R t+1 − R t ) with α = 5 18 . This smoothing value was selected for the value that felt most understandable through trial and error. An example of this smoothing is provided in Figure 13 .
Experiment Results
The results of the two experiments described in Section 5 support the conjecture that IRL reward feedback can predictably increase or decrease performance. Both experiments found that increase treatments had a statistically significant effect and that only the decrease treatment had a negative effect size. 6.1. Experiment 1 6.1.1. Hypothesis H1 0 Feedback from a high performer's reward function learned with KPIRL will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H1 a Feedback from a high performer's reward function learned with KPIRL will increase performance for first-time participants using a mouse H2 0 Feedback from a low performer's reward function learned with KPIRL will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H2 a Feedback from a low performer's reward function learned with KPIRL will decrease performance for first-time participants using a mouse
Recruitment
To recruit participants seven separate AMT work request batches (cf. Figure 16) were posted using the data in Table 4 . Separate batches were used simply because of inexperience with the platform. For each batch a work request would have appeared on participants' devices as one option to complete among many potential requests. Because participants could have participated in several batches, all participants were asked if they had participated previously before beginning. In total n = 2, 257 participants were recruited for Experiment 1.
Assignment
Participants were assigned to a treatment group according to the batch they were recruited in. Because each recruitment batch occurred at completely separate times the resulting assignment was non-random with respect to time (see Figure 16 ).
Data Cleaning
Before performing any analysis the raw data (n = 2, 257) was pruned to remove irrelevant and low-quality data points. Irrelevant data points were those coming from participants that either did not use a mouse or participated more than once (n = 1, 116). Low-quality data points were those coming from participants with either fewer than 420 recorded observations (c.f. Section 5.2) or a browser refresh rate below 20Hz (n = 63). After pruning n = 1, 078 data points were left.
Group Differences
Due to non-random assignment each treatment group was examined for differences that could provide alternative explanations for the results. No visually concerning between group differences were observed in screen resolution (Figure 14 ), web browser ( Figure 14 ), age ( Figure 15 ), gender ( Figure 15 ) or pretest performance (Figure 16 ).
Hypothesis Tests
To determine the most appropriate hypothesis test the normality assumption was checked for all treatments (Figure 17 ). Due to deviations from normality along with the dependent variable being discrete the decision was made to use nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis and Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon tests. Finally, to test the hypotheses it might seem as though either performance gain (i.e., posttest performance minus pretest performance) or residual scores (i.e., residuals after predicting posttest performance from pretest performance) should be used. However, [27] has shown that both these metrics have undesirable characteristics. Therefore, all hypothesis tests are performed using simple posttest performance.
Results
Examining the experiment's posttest results (provided in Table 5 ), the order of the treatment group means and medians (i.e., R HH > R HL > R LH > R CT > R LL ) closely align with the alternative hypothesis. A notable deviation from the hypothesis in this ordering is R LH > R CT which was hypothesized to be R CT > R LH . The distribution of posttest performance in all treatment groups was observed to have a rightward skew (cf. Figure 17 ). This was understandable considering that performance had a lower bound of 0 and no upper bound.
To visually compare posttest performance distributions to the control group Q-Q plots were generated (see Figure 18 ). Once again, these plots appeared to align with the hypotheses with the exception of the R LH plot.
Applying the appropriate one-tailed Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test to each treatment group gave H1 0 (p = .017, p = .088) and H2 0 (p = .724, p = .081). Because two tests were conducted for each hypothesis a Holm-Bonferroni adjustment was applied to maintain an overall α = .05. After the adjustment H1 0 was rejected for H1 a with p = .035 while H2 0 failed to be rejected.
To rule out potential confounding explanations due to non-random assignment aR HH R HL R CT R LH R LLPretest PosttestKruskal-Wallis test was conducted on pretest performance (cf. Figure 16 ). As desired, this test failed to reject the null hypothesis of no group differences (p = .106).
Finally, in an effort to explain the unexpected results, R LH was examined more closely. It was observed that the no-touch feature expectation (cf. Table 3 ) for R LH was closer to π EH than π EL . This seemed to suggest that finding a reward which delivered the desired effect, at least when learning rewards with KPIRL, was more nuanced than simply learning from a human expert exhibiting the desired behavior.
Experiment 2
Hypothesis
H3 0 R HH feedback will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H3 a R HH feedback will increase performance for first-time participants using a mouse H4 0 R HL feedback will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H4 a R HL feedback will increase performance for first-time participants using a mouse H5 0 R LH feedback will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H5 a R LH feedback will increase performance for first-time participants using a mouse H6 0 R LL feedback will not alter performance for first-time participants using a mouse H6 a R LL feedback will decrease performance for first-time participants using a mouse
Recruitment
To recruit participants an AMT work request was posted using the data in Table  6 . This request would have appeared on participants' devices as one option among many potential requests. In total 3,898 participants were recruited, an increase from Experiment 1 due to the small effect-sizes observed in Experiment 1.
Assignment
Participants were assigned to a random treatment group after recruitment. To reduce the risk of assignment bias an http request to random.org was used, when possible, to determine assignment rather than browser specific random number generators.
Data Cleaning
Before performing any analysis the raw data (n = 3, 898) was pruned identically to Experiment 1 (cf. Section 6.1.4), removing irrelevant (n = 1, 783) and low-quality (n = 94) data points. This left 2, 021 data points for analysis. Finally, a hundred data points were randomly selected from the final data set to hand-check for accuracy. No errors were found in any of the hand-checked data points.
Group Differences
The group differences in Experiment 2 were similar to Experiment 1. Therefore, only the distribution of recruitment times is reproduced in Figure 19 since these changed considerably due to the change in assignment protocol. It is also worth noting that the early spike in recruitment time was the result of a small test to make sure everything was setup correctly before beginning full recruitment.
Hypothesis Tests
The Q-Q plots for Experiment 2 pretest/posttest performance had similar deviations from normality as seen in Figure 17 (along with performance still being discrete). Pretest PosttestTherefore, the same nonparametric tests on the same metrics were used in Experiment 2 as Experiment 1 (cf. Section 6.1.6).
Results
In Experiment 2 posttest performance summary statistics (provided in Table 7 ) were similar to Experiment 1 (cf. Section 6.1.7) with the exception of R LH becoming the best performer and group differences becoming smaller. The order for the treatment group performance means was R LH > R HH > R HL > R CT > R LL and for the treatment group performance medians was R LH > R HH = R HL = R CT > R LL . The Kruskal-Wallis applied to pretest performance still failed to reject the null (p = .217). The Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test rejected the null for H5 0 (p = .034) while failing to reject the null for H3 0 (p = .374), H4 0 (p = .365) and H6 0 (p = .279). No Holm-Bonferroni adjustment was applied this time since only one test was conducted for each hypothesis.
Failing to reject the null for so many rewards after increasing sample size was disappointing but not completely unexpected given the use of random assignment to statistically remove unintended between group differences. It was considered promising that all effect sizes still pointed in the same direction as Experiment 1, even if they were weaker. Taken together the results seemed to support the overall conjecture while suggesting more careful reward design needs to be considered to achieve the desired results.
Conclusion
This paper started with a simple question: could an IRL reward function learned from human experts provide feedback on a task to predictably alter the performance of future human participants.
To test this idea two new algorithms were developed: KPIRL and KLA. Both algorithms outperformed previously published research within the RL and IRL community when applied to a large state-spaces with nonlinear reward functions. However, three open research questions remain with these algorithms:
(1) Can KPIRL be modified to output a single optimal reward rather than a set? (2) What performance bounds and characteristics does KLA possess? (3) Can recent work in [40] be adapted to improve on the OSA algorithm used above?
In addition to the algorithms two human subject experiments were conducted to measure the effect of IRL reward function feedback on human performance. To the best of the authors' knowledge this was the first such experiment testing the efficacy of IRL for an FI. Towards this end, there are three areas that should be explored further:
(1) What, if any, principles govern how reward functions influence human behavior (2) What, if any, effect does this technique have on long-term performance/learning (3) What domains are best suited for human to human feedback interventions
In conclusion, the effect sizes of the experiments were small but significant. The results were seen as even more of a success given that experiments were not conducted in a controlled lab setting, but rather on remote devices in uncontrolled environments by unknown participants. There remains room for improvement, but all these improvements appear to be within the reach of current technology and experimental methods.
